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"Team work may inhibit the primary initiation of something quite
new..." Nobel Lecture, Flemming speech, dec 1945
Abstract « Storm over diabetes » is avaible in french or in english on
www.sitemed.fr/diabete : Free download. Website certified by the Health
On the Net (HON) Foundation.

Abstract : stress, glucagon and endogenous glucose
are responsible for a global epidemic
We urgently need a New Biology for
Diabete: « Glucagonocentric restructuring of diabetes: we propose that glucagon
excess, rather than insulin deficiency, is
the sine qua non of diabetes. » Pr. Roger
Unger has been awarded the 2014 Rolf
Luft Award from the Karolinska Institute, the prestigious medical university,
home to the Nobel Assembly [18].
This document provides the reader
with a new conception of type 1 diabetes.
Thoroughly argued, it has received the
support of Professor Roger Guillemin, recipient of the Nobel Prize in Medicine,
Salk Institute, La Jolla CA [2].
Type 1 diabetes is characterized by an
insufficient secretion of insulin, a hypoglycaemic hormone discovered in the
1920s. Without insulin, glucose is no longer used by peripheral tissue and
accumulates in the blood. This rapidly fatal deficiency is triggered by a
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progressive destruction of insulin producing β-cells in pancreatic islets. The
destruction of these β-cells is now attributed to specific auto-antibodies.
Type 1 diabetes is considered an autoimmune disease, which cause is unknown, fostered by genetic and environmental factors. The treatment consists in regularly injecting the patient with insulin they need while regularly
monitoring their blood glucose level, their diet and physical activity. Usually,
patients receive an educational therapy, which allows them to understand
their illness and adapt their treatment. At first glance, type 1 diabetes with
insulin deficiency seems easy to understand and treat [5].
"Out of the mountain came a mouse, as we say in French!" The
mountain = science, research and medicine.
This simple model of diabetes is challenged, however, by a series of epidemiological, experimental, clinical and therapeutic observations. A great
victory of modern medicine, diabetes is now responsible for an uncontained
and costly world epidemic [22]. This epidemic is all the more serious that
it affects children at an increasingly younger age [13]. Yet, diabetes is not a
contagious disease. Faced with this unexplained epidemic, the role of antibodies, genetic and environmental factors has not been proven.
Furthermore, the monitoring of diabetic patients shows that their blood glucose levels
do not follow the rules of classical physiology
[1]. The treatment becomes complicated, it demands close monitoring of blood glucose levels
with regular changes in diet and insulin dosage.
Even when carefully followed, this treatment
gives no guaranty as to the stability of blood
glucose levels. The patient must consult many
specialists, and the complications of diabetes
remain unavoidable [13].
The classical model of type 1 diabetes,
Figure 1: Experimental dibased on the elementary knowledge of the 1920s
abetes: glucose overload,
with the dogmas and simplifications of the peβ-cells destruction, autoriod, has little evolved and ignores some recent
antibodies and T1 diabetes
discoveries. We are now in need of a new syn[23].
thesis of the knowledge acquired over the past
decades in the areas of physiology, histopathology, neurophysiology and epidemiology.
Firstly, experimental diabetes shows that an excess of glucose can destroy insulin-producing β-cells – figure 1 on this page. With type 1 diabetics,
the role of glucose in the destruction of β-cells is confirmed by other observations. The examination of the diabetic pancreas under the microscope
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shows abnormal proliferation of α-cells producing glucagon, a hyperglycemic
hormone – figure 2 on the current page – H. Zöllinger, 1971 [23].

Figure 2: Pancreatic islet cells – Abnormal proliferation of α-cells producing
glucagon – Argentaffin coloration [23].
« Glucagon is sine qua non condition of diabetes »: other studies confirm
glucagon is playing an essential role in diabetes, see Roger Unger, Rolf Luft
Award 2014:
« Diabetes is a bihormonal disease in which insufficiency of
insulin is always associated with an excess of glucagon, which accounts for the hepatic overproduction of glucose and ketones in
diabetes. Moreover in the absence of glucagon signaling, either
due to somatostatin treatment or a glucagon receptor knockout, a
complete deficiency of insulin production no longer causes hyperglycemia or ketosis. » R. Unger, 2012 and 2014 [18].
The overproduction of glucagon and glucose can explain hyperglycemia, βcells destruction, autoimmune reaction and other symptoms of diabetes.
Secondly, the central mechanisms capable of increasing the production of
glucose have also been known since the discovery of cerebral neurohormones
and the 1977 Nobel Prize [2]:
« Roger Guillemin, a distinguished professor, won the Nobel
Prize in 1977 for discoveries that laid the foundation for brain
hormone research. His work brought to light an entire new class
of substances shown to be important for the regulation of growth,
development, reproduction and responses to stress. The impact
of Guillemin’s studies has been profound for a variety of diseases
and disorders, including thyroid diseases, problems of infertility,
diabetes and several types of tumors. »
www.salk.edu/faculty/guillemin.html
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In case of intense stress, the vegetative nervous system [14], the hormonal system and the neurotransmitters increase glucagon secretion and
glucose production[2, 7, 10]. These systems decrease the peripheral use of
glucose – insulin-resistance – they stimulate food intake and nutrient absorption. These complex interactions are diabetogenic and are in opposition to
the homeostatic principle of equilibrium in glycaemia [1]. In case of intense
stress, the main goal of these systems is to supply the central nervous system with enough glucose by increasing its production and by decreasing its
peripheral use – see Hans Selye, Stress and General Adaptation Syndrome
[16].
Finally, epidemiological studies have identified and ranked the environmental factors linked to the diabetes and obesity pandemic:
No infectious or toxic agent and no nutritional factor have been found to
be responsible for this pandemic [4, 21]. However, the global changes in
lifestyle are obviously linked to the spreading of these diseases. In adults,
the disappearance of traditional communities, the breach of the ancestral
link between man and earth and rural depopulation have all contributed to
considerable stress in direct relation to diabetes and obesity [8, 9, 13, 22].

Figure 3: Stress and diabetes – Alarm reaction, glucagon and glucose overload, β-cells destruction, auto-antibodies and T1 diabetes...
In young children, premature weaning from breast-feeding and the breach
in the mother-child relationship represent a vital stress comparable to the
breach between man and Mother Earth [3, 17]. Independently of calorie
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requirements, this stress develops in children neuroendocrine, immune and
emotional conditions conducive to diabetes and other metabolic, infectious
and tumor diseases or psychological disorders [20].
Then, other toxic or infectious dietary factors, the stress of an urban lifestyle,
the chronic lack of sleep and the disruption in physiological rhythms all
contribute to the decompensation of diabetes or destabilize diabetes under
treatment [6, 15].
Using the previous observations, we can build a new and very coherent
model of type 1 diabetes in which stress and glucose production play an essential role:
Some intense stress factors trigger a warning reaction resulting in a prolonged over-production of glucagon and glucose. During a short or extended
first silent phase, glucose excess progressively destroys β-cells. This cellular
necrosis induces the appearance of auto-antibodies – figure 3 on the preceding
page.
Clinical diabetes appears when 90 % of the β-cells are destroyed. Stress is
also responsible for glycemic instabilities, therapeutic difficulties and organic
complications connected to type 1 diabetes [1]. Taking into account stress
gives an explanation as to why diabetes took epidemic proportions at the end
of the 20th century. We can thus imagine new preventive and therapeutic
strategies.
Some usually accepted connections concerning diabetes must be reversed:
glucose in excess destroys β-cells and not the opposite; cellular necrosis induces the appearance of auto-antibodies and not the opposite.
This new model of type 1 diabetes then adjusts itself to type 2 diabetes and
to obesity, two diseases, which have become epidemic and also strike the old
rural populations exposed to the stress of an industrialized and urbanized
lifestyle.
In type 2 diabetes, the high production of glucose is linked to a resistance
to insulin that diminishes the peripheral use of glucose in favor of the central
nervous system. Resistance to insulin leads to hyperglycemia with organic
complications and to an evolution towards type 1 diabetes through an excess
of glucose in β-cells.
As far as obesity is concerned, a resistance to insulin that leads to type 2
diabetes limits the sometimes-disproportionate storage of glucose in excess
later. Obesity usually precedes type 2 diabetes which itself precedes diabetes
by insulin deficiency.
Type 1 and 2 diabetes and obesity have a profound common origin, overlooked by classical physiology, a complex neurohormonal reaction with an
over-production of glucagon and glucose – figure 4 on the current page. This
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Figure 4: Stress and diabetes – T1 diabetes, T2 diabetes and obesity have a
profound common origin, overlooked by classical physiology, a complex neurohormonal alarm reaction with an over-production of glucagon and glucose.
reaction is a consequence of the stress connected to the total disruption in
the lifestyle of old rural populations [3, 8, 9, 11, 13, 17]. Then, the symptomatology varies depending on the genetic characteristics of the patient,
their environment and other stress factors to which they are subjected [6,
16, 20]. The same phenomenon is occurring around the world; in China
for instance, after a recent massive rural exodus, about 50 % of adults are
prediabetic or overweight in 2013 [22].
In the modern world, various non-contagious diseases like diabetes and
obesity spread on an epidemic scale, because they depend on the same lifestyle
and stress factors. Thus, the epidemiology shows that resistance to insulin
is, on a higher frequency, linked to cancers: the warning reaction triggered
by intense stress affects glucose metabolism, immunity and carcinogenesis.
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The example of diabetes highlights the new leads that research and medicine
must explore: study the effects of stress, the psyche and the neurohormonal
functions on physiological functions and organic diseases.

Dr J.-M. Crabbé - 2014-2015
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